The 680 NEWS Junior Traffic Reporter Contest with 407 ETR!

Student Contest:

Win a chance to be a 680 NEWS Junior Traffic Reporter for a day.

Do you have what it takes to be the hottest new traffic reporter at 680 News? Well, thanks to our junior traffic reporter contest with 407 ETR, you can get your chance. All it takes is a 30-second traffic report using the script below – be creative! Make it your own style.

Challenge a friend or classmate! Teachers, get the whole class involved!

Any traffic superstars from grade 1-12 in the Greater Toronto Area could win cash for their talents. One winner will be crowned in each of the following grade categories: 1-5, 6-8 and 9-12.

Each winner will receive the following prizes:
- $500 for the student
- $500 for the student’s school
- VIP treatment for the winner at the 680 newsroom – including a tour and chance to be featured on-air and online at 680News.com.

Script:

“This report brought to you by Tim and Sid on Sportsnet 590 the fan:
Eastbound 401- slow from east of hwy 25 to east of Trafalgar.
Then slows again through Mississauga.
And busy in sections from the 427 to Bathurst alternately express and collectors.
Westbound 401 still slow in sections through Oshawa and Whitby.
Picks up, then slows again from Morningside to Yonge, alternately express and collectors.
Did you know Tim and Sid are now on the radio and TV? Listen and watch them between 5 and 7 on Sportsnet and Sportsnet 590 the fan!
Now with the latest forecast here’s meteorologist Jill Taylor
From the 680 newsroom I’m _________________________”

Head to 680News.com/junior for all the contest details.

Deadline for entries February 7, 2020